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Illumisence Strips™

You should find two magnetic pieces inside the Illumi packaging,

They have a metal side and an adhesive side. You can attach the

metal side to the strip magnetically.
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Illumisence Strips™

You can then easily attach the strip to any surface, press and hold

for a few seconds so the adhesive settles on the surface and will

be stronger.

Whenever you need to remove the light or adjust the setting, you

can easily detach it, thanks to the magnetic function!



USB RECHARGING

Each illumi Strip comes with its own USB Recharging wire. You can detach

the light anytime you need magnetically and recharge it by plugging this wire

in to any outlet, whether that be an adapter, laptop or built in socket!

 

3 MODES

Motion Sensing | Always On | Off

AUTO

This is the Motion Sensing mode, if left on this mode, the strip will only

come on when it senses motion nearby, and if there is not sufficient light in the area! It will stay on for 15

seconds or as long as it has its motion in

the area and then automatically goes off for your convenience.

ALWAYS ON

There is a manual option to turn the light on and keep it on for as long

as you need! But please note this does drain the battery faster, as it was designed to be on for short bursts

of time.
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